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Some Discussion Points ! 

These are discussions that have been rumbling in the club you might be interested in. 

 Prizes- Tents for men and scales for women! See Rosie Watson’s twitter and 

Cumbria Life fame. 

 Gun time or chip time?  Jane’s chip time in the Cumbria Run was 30 secs faster than the 

woman awarded the first V60 prize chip time  – But they go on gun time and she started 

nearer the line  which it took Jane 2 mins to reach.  

   Should we consider a  short race championship for the senior vets (eg O65 or 70 ) to keep 

those unable to do medium races included? Especially as now some Med races are having 
cut off times.  

This edition’s theme is ‘CFR running holidays ‘as we hear of members adventures far and wide. It’s good to 
see the blue and white vests have been flying in Switzerland, Italy, France, Slovakia, Scotland, Wales, as 
well as Cumbria and other parts of England. Of course this is the Summer edition (yes I know it’s already 
October) and members have combined their holidays with fell running (and why not?). Lots of ideas and 
holiday suggestions for next year.   

So now we are bronzed, fit and ready to face the Cumbrian winter challenges. Our 
Winter league starts with Sale Fell Saturday November 25th 11am before the 
Presentation evening (see below) and plenty more running on offer to keep you fit over 
the months ahead. Meanwhile you can plan your next Summer holiday! 

As always a big thank you to all contributors without whom there would be no newsletter.                                                                                     

Welcome to new member...Chris Drapper  

Next meeting- Nov 11th   Swan Inn, 
Cockermouth , 8.00 (after club run 
on Sale Fell) All welcome 
 

 

 

http://www.c-f-r.org.uk/


 

                                    DIARY DATES 

 

Feature Race  

Kong Adventure Series 

 
 

KONG WINTER FELL SERIES 17/18 

It’s back! The Kong Winter Fell Series returns! We’ve got five races in this series, some new routes, some 
fan favourites from the last lot! Get ready for some fast paced fell racing action! All the usual F.R.A. rules 
apply. 

PRESENTATION NIGHT 

Sat 18th November 

Cockermouth Golf Club  

7 for 7:30pm 

£15 per head includes welcome drink, hot buffet choices and 

dessert 

Details on website for payment or cash on the night. 

 

            Cumberland Fell Runners AGM  

Nick Moor (present Chairperson) 

Sat 2nd December - 1.00 pm   (After the Crag hill race) 

Shepherds Arms,  Ennerdale Bridge 

Free chips and sandwiches.  
 There will be a vacancy for chairperson this year, as I will be 

standing down.  

Plus points of the job, getting to spend evenings discussing fell 

running with like-minded people in local pubs. Downside is that the pay is not good. If 

anyone would like more information please contact me.   

Winter League  2017/18     

                                                                   
Sale Fell                       Sat  18 Nov  11 o’clock 
Crag fell                       Sat  2 Dec   11 o’clock 
Xmas pud                    Sun 17 Dec  11 o’clock 
King of the castle       Sun 7 Jan 1 o’clock 
Clough Head               Sun 14 Jan  11 o’clock 
Skybarrow                   Sun 11 Feb 11 o’clock 
Crummock round       TBA ? 
 
3 races to count 
Prizes to be give on the first  
Tuesday night run after the last race  in Kirkstile 
with pie!!! 
More information nearer the time 



Prizes will be awarded both for the winners on the day, and for the overall series winners! Every race 
counts, so be sure to make every one if you want to be in with a shot of that overall prize! 

Entry £5 On the day 

Please arrive half an hour before race start for registration. 

RACE ONE 19th November: 2 Riggs 
Start Bram Crag Farm, 11 AM 
Route Click Here 

RACE FOUR 18th February: Stybarrow Dodd 
Start Threlkeld community Hall, 11 AM 

RACE TWO 10th December: S.O.B. 
Start Coledale Inn, 11 AM 
Route Click Here 

RACE FIVE 4th March: Loopy Latrigg  
Start Fitz Park, 11 AM 
 

RACE THREE 14th January: Clough Head 
Start Threlkeld Quarry, 11 AM 

 

 

                                       Club Runs-Tuesday Evening 6.30 various venues.  

 

Tuesday Evening Club runs continue 

to be very well supported –often up 

to 22 members attending. See 

website for venues. www.c-f-r.org.uk   
 
 
A ‘herd’ of CFR runners on Melbreak .-
photo by Charlotte Akam.  
 
 

Also ‘Serious Stuff’ (Actually they call it serious 

something else) Training is happening on Thursday evenings 

,I think its following Mario’s plan below.- See facebook for 

more information or contact Mario Yeomans or Les Barker . 

                                                   
                    ‘Serious stuff’   obviously requires serious reviewing!         

 

    Did You Know? 
 

 Mick Allen finished 13th Male in the  'Lakes in a Day Ultra' from Caldbeck to 

Carlisle over Blencathra, Helvellyn, Fairfield and the southern Fells in ‘pretty 

grim’ weather. A well organised event by ‘Open Adventure’.  

 

http://www.kongadventure.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/2-Riggs-New-Race-Route.-11am-19th-Nov.-Start-Bram-Crag-Farm..gpx_.zip
http://www.kongadventure.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/SOB-10th-December-start-Coledale-Inn-11-am.zip
http://www.c-f-r.org.uk/


Autumn Equinox was celebrated by  Paul, Les, Rob 

and Daryl  by a Sale Fell sunrise run. 

 

 

CFR  runners enjoyed a fine 

day at Dale Head show race.  

Jennie, Mel and Lindsay 

won the Ladies team 

medals.  

Great photos at the top by 

Mario. Paul and Peter had 

quite a battle. 

                                                                                                                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

Five  CFR members have completed the 10 in 10 NO CURE 

ALWAYS HOPE  challenge raising money for MS. Well done 

to Mick Allen, Dayrl Tacon, Graham Ansell, Duncan Potts and 

Graham Watson. Also Kate Arnold a former CFR member. 

 

 

Our CFR Lindsay Buck has been on Border TV ! 

Lovely piece about her litter picking work on Scafell Pike. 
https://www.facebook.com/itvborder/videos/1474119925976077/   

                            Paul Mason, Phil Archer and Rosie Watson  at the finish of                                  

the Langdale fell race. 

Dot Patton and Jane 

Mottram ran all 

around The Isle of Man. 

The coastal route called The Seagull Way 

(Raad ny Foillan) is 95 miles and took 4 ½ 

days. Strategic planning meant they 

missed the worst of Storm Ophelia. 

Supported as ever by Mike and Jim. They 

saw seals, seabirds and even rescued a 

seagull caught up in fishing wire!  

Sats: 95 miles, 26 hours. 8000 caleries! 

https://www.facebook.com/itvborder/videos/1474119925976077/


The CFR club championships and Show Series are completed and the results can be found 
on the CFR website www.c-f-r.org.uk ,  

Congratulations to all the category winners and those who have completed 6 Championship 
races and 3 show races. Don’t forget to book your place at the presentation evening to collect 
your prize and cheer all your club members receive theirs. There are usually some surprise 
prizes too! 

 Relays  
 

CFR put in two teams for the 
Ian Hodgson relay this year.  
They ran in terrible weather 
conditions (shortened 
course) but seemed to enjoy 
their day as always. Mario 
Yeomans and Joe Dugdale  
(junior) were a well matched 
pair and ran an amazing first 
leg to finish 3rd.  
Thanks to Andy Bradley for 
organising , Les Barker for 

road support and all runners and supporters. 

   
CFR also attended the FRA British relays 
held in Wales. Teams travelled to compete 
and ran in fair weather. All  having good 
runs a great day out. Thanks Again to Andy 
Bradley for organisation and runners for 
committing to travel so far.  
 
The relays are always enjoyed. They 
enable club members to meet and bond in 
a way ordinary races don’t- perhaps we 
should have more as club social events?   
 

English Championships. Congratulations to Peter Crompton 2nd V60 Mel Bradley 7th 

V55 and Hannah Bradley 5th WU23 Also mens O50 team who came 4th.  

 
Lakeland Classics Trophy . Well done to Andy Bradley and Les Barker flying CFR colours in 
this year’s trophy and completing 3 races...and as Paul Johnson says ‘The club has great potential ‘ in this 
competition!  
 

Buttermere Shepherd’s meet. Another great short show race and last in the series.  

 38 runners 12 CFR lots of help from CFR members . Mario 3rd . Thanks again to Andy Bradley 

organiser. 

 
OMM :   Phil Archer and Rob Stein pull off an impressive 9th position in long score omm; Ryan 
Crellin and Rebecca Crellin exercise sound mountain judgement in getting themselves safely off the 
hill in dire conditions. 
 

http://www.c-f-r.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/phil.archer.75?fref=gs&dti=913562858689549&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/rob.stein.543?fref=gs&dti=913562858689549&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/ryan.crellin.71?fref=gs&dti=913562858689549&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/ryan.crellin.71?fref=gs&dti=913562858689549&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/rebecca.crellin.3?fref=gs&dti=913562858689549&hc_location=group


                                                    CFR Training Plan –Mario Yeomans 

Tuesday night runs are always an absolute pleasure and are open to members who want to run socially, or run back 
and forth "mad dog" style to get the extra training in. During these Club Runs, there's often talk of wanting to train, 
specifically with the aim of becoming a stronger, fitter, faster fell runner.  
  
The large numbers taking part in the Championship, Show Race, Winter League and relay competitions is evidence 
enough that members want to be good fell runners! 
  
Unlike the prolific Juniors, the Seniors don't have a dedicated coach, making training a bit of a hit-or-miss affair. In 
my own efforts to improve, I've tried out a number of training approaches, some of which are yielding significant 
improvements, and I'd like to share some structured training session advice with anyone who might be interested, 
but don’t have the time to research or trial them. But heed my first warning: 
 

Warning Yan 
I am not formally qualified to give training or medical advice. Everything you read in this article is based on 

my experience/experimentation as a fell runner, reading (see sources) and talking to other fell runners. 
Having said that, I’ve learned lots from trying different things to improve and incurred significant injury 

making some serious mistakes! It would be great to hear the other CFR members' views and ideas too; most 
are far more experienced than I am. It would be great if this article sparked further discussion! 

 
 
Example structured training sessions 
 
The following table includes examples of structured training, gathered from various sources into a shorthand version 
so you can simply choose the session you’d like to do and follow it. However, it’s well worth getting hold of the 
original resource to read around the subject more thoroughly, because you’ll be  
able to understand better why you’re doing a particular session and how to adapt it to your needs.  
 

What you’re 

training 
Training Type 

When to train 

and how often 
Method How to Progress 

Heart/lungs 

with minimal 

lactic acid build 

up 

Long, medium 

gradient hill 

rep 

1 per week 

 Gradient: Medium 

Example location: Holme Wood on 

Loweswater 

Ascent time (mm:ss): 06:00 

How it should feel: Arduous, but like you 

could carry on if you really needed to. 

Descent time (mm:ss): 

Reps: Start with 2 

Longer reps 

 

More reps: Build 

to 6 over 2 months 

Lactate 

conditioning, 

oxygen debt 

adaptation 

Short, steeper 

gradient hill 

rep 

 

 

1 per week 

 

Non-race 

week only 

Gradient: Medium to steep 

Example location: Skiddaw 

Ascent time (mm:ss): 00:20-01:30 

How it should feel: Very hard, though not 

quite all out race pace. If you start feeling 

sick, that’s too hard. 

Descent time (mm:ss): 

Reps: 10+ 

More reps in same 

time 

 

 

 



Lactate 

conditioning, 

oxygen debt 

adaptation 

Short, 

steeper 

gradient 

hill rep 

 

 

1 per week 

 

Non-race 

week only 

Gradient: Medium to steep 

Example location: Skiddaw 

Ascent time (mm:ss): 00:20-01:30 

How it should feel: Very hard, though not 

quite all out race pace. If you start feeling sick, 

that’s too hard. 

Descent time (mm:ss): 

Reps: 10+ 

More reps in 

same time 

 

General 

conditioning 

Long 

fartlek over 

hilly terrain 

1-2 per week 

Gradient: Various 

Run time: 1-2 hours 

How it should feel: Conversational pace, with 

short bursts of harder effort. 

Descent time (mm:ss): 

Reps: 1 x 1-2 hours 

Longer run 

(longer than 2 

hours brings 

diminishing 

returns for 

general 

conditioning as 

recovery is 

longer) 

Speed endurance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flat speed 

session 
1 per week 

Gradient:  flat 

Example location: Ennerdale North shore 

How it should feel: As fast as you can, such 

that you can maintain the same speed 

throughout the 400m rep throughout the 

session. 

Recovery time: Short  

Reps: 2 sets of 8 x 400m  

Faster reps. 

 

More sets. 

Active recovery 

between harder 

sessions 

Strides 2-4 x weekly 

Gradient: Flat 

Example location: Somewhere close to home; 

it’s a short session. Tarmac is good as less 

chance of turning ankle when you might not 

be concentrating as much for such an easy 

session. 

Time (mm:ss): 30:00 

How it should feel: Very easy. This session is 

about recovery. 

Method:  

Entire run of slightly faster than jogging pace. 

Once warmed up, then over the course of 

100m: 

 slowly ramp up your pace to a fast run 

 maintain for 5 seconds 

 drop off again 

Continue slow run until breathing 

recovers. 

Repeat 3-6 times. 

       N/A 



Note: In the interests of path resilience, try to choose locations where the path is hard-packed to avoid the excessive 
erosion of multiple reps. 

 
Sources:  

 Brian Mac Fell Running Coaching: https://www.brianmac.co.uk/fell/fcoach.htm 

 Fell & Hill Running, Norman Matthews and Dennis Quinlan 

 Club runners (especially Jennie Chatterley – thanks Jen!) 

 T’interweb forums 

 Personal experience and feedback from others 

 

Training schedules 
 
Bear in mind that the above is not a training schedule! If you go straight out and start doing all these sessions in the 
week, you’ll definitely find yourself injured. Build up to it slowly, consolidating your gains rather than trying too hard, 
too soon. 
 
A comprehensive training schedule would take into account: 

1. When you have time in your busy life to train 
2. How often you should train 
3. Which sessions on which days to avoid over-training and gain maximum results from your efforts 
4. Your individual race calendar 

o race season vs non-race season 
o key races for which you should tailor specific training and taper/recover appropriately 

5. Annual training overview of different periods of training (look up periodisation) 
6. Training aims e.g. improving endurance in order to tackle long races confidently 
7. Injuries e.g. tailoring training so as not to exacerbate specific injuries e.g. achilles 
8. Nutrition 
9. When to use stretching / massage sessions 
10. Probably loads of other stuff I’ve not listed! 

 
This article doesn’t consider any of that; just examples of structured training to give your runs more focus. However, 
as an example, I currently spread the following sessions throughout the week to ensure I don’t overdo it, either on 
the hills or the flat. Much less in a race-week, especially less hill-work.  
 
1 x Short, steeper gradient hill rep session 
1 x long, medium gradient hill rep session 
1 or 2 x long fartlek over hilly terrain 
1 x speed endurance flat speed session 
4 x strides 
 
Injury prevention 
 

Warning Tyan 
It's absolutely critical that you listen to your body and back off immediately you feel as though you might 
have overdone it. The goal is to keep running, but stronger/faster, without injury and over the long term. 

  
How do you know if you've overdone it and need to back off? What are the warning signs? 
 

 Niggles 

 Strains 

 Significant muscular tightness 

 Weakness in the joints e.g. that feeling of your leg joints about to collapse when you bend your knee slightly 
  
What do I mean by "back off"? 
 

https://www.brianmac.co.uk/fell/fcoach.htm


Any of the following in whatever combination works for you. Listen to your body; you should feel like you're getting 
faster/stronger over the weeks/months. If you're not, you're probably over-doing it. 
  

 Rest a day. Use a roller and stretch instead of run. 

 Cross-train. E.g. walk, bike, swim, weights - but nothing that is likely to exacerbate your over-training issue. 
 
If you think it's more serious e.g. ITB, achilles, ankle - see a physio as an absolute priority. By all means do some 
research to try and better understand/diagnose your issue, but don't try to treat yourself without their help; you 
usually end up taking much longer to recover than you need to or not properly addressing your issue. 
 
Finally, look out for people to train with on the Facebook page! Some go out weekend mornings and others on 
Thursday evenings, dubbed “Serious S**t Thursdays”. Come along; no banter, laughter or pie eating allowed. This is 
serious. 

   

CFR Junior runners part of winning England teams 

Joseph Dugdale and Mia Easthope have both recently been part of teams representing 

England at the Junior Home International Mountain running competiton at Peebles in 

Scotland. Selection for this event took place at the end of August at Sedbergh where the 

high standard of athletes made team  selection even tougher. 

Joseph was running for the under 20 team. He came in second overall having a tough battle 

with two other English team mates to pip them to the post being first English finisher. 

Mia was representing the under 17 team and wearing England colours for the first time. She 

came in 1st for her team (England B) and 11th overall. 

The course was not as hilly compared to what both runners are used to so both did 

extremely well to adapt to the less than ideal conditions. 

England made a clean sweep of all the team titles at the event in both male and female races 

at both age groups 

 

Joseph (on the left), second in U20 race                  Mia (far right), part of winning U17 team 

 

 

 



The World Masters Mountain Running Competition- 2017 –Slovakia 

  The noise was deafening on the finishing approach of this 8km uphill only run! There were bells, 

clapper boards, hooters, shouting and even a French horn all which spurred us on when legs 

were tired and competition places  fiercely fought for. This is always the case at the Masters and 

it’s what makes this event such an experience.  

This year sadly only Jane and I represented CFR because regular Masters runner Lindsay had to pull out due to Jim’s 

illness. For many years since 2002 (Austria) a large CFR contingent enjoyed a long weekend in some glorious 

European Mountain venue organised by Harry Jarret. Frequent members of this party included The Beaty duo (now 

it often clashes with the Ben Nevis race), Barry Johnson, Dave Morgan, Jackie Winn, Steven Watson, Jackie and Rob 

Hargreaves plus others and many medals were won for Great Britain. A holiday was always wrapped around the 

event and lovely hotel accommodation booked making for a great atmosphere. In fact I believe CFR played a role in 

encouraging the FRA to develop the age group categories  in the Masters field. Barry Johnson and Harry Jarret  were 

part of the International selectors meetings and organised a Masters trial event in Cumbria to select the England  Vet  

runners . 

Recent years have seen this party reduced in numbers and it would wonderful to see a return of this event as a 

major one in the CFR members calendar, I’m talking to the more senior ones of course –BUT masters start at 35! I’m 

sure there are many of our members who would achieve  GB medals and enjoy the weekend.  

This year the venue was Pruske 1.5 hrs away from Bratislava where Mike and I spent 1 night and toured the city. 

Mike found an interesting hotel just above a Thai massage parlour-it all adds to the experience! We caught the train 

to a town near the race where Jim had booked an excellent hotel opposite a bar where we all enjoyed many G&Ts or 

local beers in the sun. The evenings saw us in a super Italian restaurant where we carbo-loaded.   

The masters course varies from steep uphill only climbs to up and down circuits, the alpine venues  preferring uphill 

only (not really in UKs favour as British runners are used to developing fast descents). This year it was a  long gradual 

incline uphill only – all runnable but relentless, receiving quite a few grumbles from our steep ascent champions 

(Lindsay would have hated it!) Only the last 100m had a near vertical climb where the noisy reception was needed 

and  support from Mike and Jim!  

However Jane and I wore the GB vests proudly and ran our best coming 2nd and 4th for GB (13 &16 overall)  in the 

V60. We were 4th team behind Germany, Czech Rep & Ukraine.   

Next Year’s WMMR event is in beautiful Slovenia in Železniki  on 2nd June  2018.                                                                                                                

Jane and I at the start. 

http://www.atletsko-drustvo-zelezniki.si/AK/stran/tek-na-ratitovec  

by Dot Patton 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.atletsko-drustvo-zelezniki.si/AK/stran/tek-na-ratitovec


44  BENS 

                                                                                                                  

 

 It started in 1988. After a couple of years on the fells I decided to have a go at the popular races and entered 

Ben Nevis and Snowdon. It was a bit easier to get in then and you could enter in July for the race in 

September. 

I had just done local races with relaxed small fields usually around West Cumbria so it was a whole new ball 

game to be lining up behind a pipe band and walking around a Shinty field before the start.  What an event. 

A lap of the field followed by a mile of road then onto the track with hundreds of others racing hard. At half 

way (Red Burn) the terrain changes to steep scree and boulders followed by a boulder field similar to Scafell 

on the top section then it's the reverse only with eyeballs out and trying to avoid runners and walkers still 

coming up. It's absolutely relentless on the legs but the best fun. If you overdo it though it can be a long 

walk of shame along the road and another lap of the field.  Once done I was issued with a meal ticket and 

made my way to the Masonic Hall in Fort William where I was given pie, beans and a mug of tea, all new 
and exciting stuff. The prize giving was in a hall miles away at Caol in the evening but well attended.  Loads 

of trophies were given out to fast looking people and it was all I could do to walk for the following week.   

My first one ticked off in 1:49. 

 

I returned in 1990 and then took a few years off until 1995 when Kate started her  successful  “Ben career” 

Kate was 3rdin her first race and in 1998 she got her first 
win and an article in the Cumberland News.    

 

She won again in 2003 and over the years has been first Vet a 

record 9 times keeping me in whisky quite a few times. 

My best was 15
th

 place in 1:44 in 2000 and I was hoping to 

get my first 21 races inside 2hrs but the last 3 let me down 

sadly. 

My claim to fame was my photo appearing as a 6ft x 4ft 

backlit slide appearing in the Millenium Dome. 

The race secretary wanted a photo in as there was an 

exhibition depicting life in Great Britain. Peter Hartley the 

fell race photographer of the day took it and received 

recognition for it in his local Blackburn paper. 

I was very surprised when a work colleague from Blackburn 
sent me a copy through the post.  

The race has seen small changes over the years. A big grass 
bank from half way down a few hundred feet is now out of 
bounds and the lower paths have been pitched to counter 
errosion so are a bit  slower to descend. But there's no 
getting away from the fact that it's a 4400ft slog up and 
down. 



   This year it was clear and it looked like the 
view from a plane when we turned at the 
top. 
Sadly the Pie and Beans has been replaced 
with tea and cake on the finishing field but 
there is still a presentation at night in the 
local leisure centre which is always well 
attended. We used to follow this up with a 
massive pub crawl and often cycle back to 
the campsite 2 miles down the Glen 
wobbling all over the place usually with a big 
bag of Kate's trophies and prizes but 
nowadays its back to the van for a glass of  
wine and a settle down. 
If you complete 21 races you are presented 
with a brass Connachie Plaque. I got mine in 
2015 and Kate got hers this year. Prior to this  
Mandy Goth was the only woman with one 
but there were 3 this year so technically Kate 
was the 3rdto receive hers. 
 
We are however the first couple to get them 
and they hang proudly on our kitchen wall.    
44 and counting.  Kate says she has retired 
from doing any more especially after last 

years accident and trip to A and E but we'll see when entries open next year.     As I am 60 next year I am 
tempted. 
 
I thoroughly recommend this race and it can be very different each year due to the weather conditions 
(this year was the first without snow on the ground at some point) so maybe that's why people return year 
after year and it all becomes an annual reunion / pilgrimage. 
     Get your entries in on the day they open in January though or you will be disappointed.  

Andy Beaty 

 



The Joss Naylor Challenge – By Bill Williamson 
 

I was under no illusion the Joss Naylor Lakeland Challenge time allowance of 12 hours for a V50 would be easy. I had 

used the 10 Peaks race a month earlier as a test, it has similar ascent to the JNLC but is around three miles longer, it 

took over 14 hours so there was no doubt this was race pace for me. I thought running with support would make up 

some of the difference and I did lose time on the 10 Peaks because I ran out of water?  

The JNLC time for V50 is the equivalent of running a sub 6 hour Wasdale fell race twice and last year I did Wasdale in 

6:05. Think positive! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pooley Bridge 

 

Leg 1 – Pooley Bridge to Kirkstone Pass 

 

At 7:00am on a glorious sunny morning I set off from Pooley Bridge with Paul Johnson providing support. The low 

cloud forecast had not materialised so I could relax and enjoy the run up to Arthur’s Pike. I had told Paul I thought the 

schedule was too fast and would be walking a lot of the climb so I was very surprised to hit the summit bang on time! 

Stuart Stoddart was waiting on the top and joined us providing some local knowledge and entertainment when he tried 

to nose dive into one of the many bogs. It was heavy going until High Raise due to the amount of rain the previous 

week but we kept pretty much to the schedule. 

We said goodbye to Stuart at Rampsgill Head and within 30 seconds I took a nose dive myself, no damage done but a 

warning I needed to concentrate.  

By now the day was heating up and on the climb up to Stoney Cove Pike I was starting to feel it. I don’t appreciate 

running in hot weather especially as at the pace we were moving is was getting difficult to drink enough water. Paul 

had been doing a fantastic job providing food and drink when I needed it but my body was having difficulty taking it in. 

On the final descent Paul still had the energy to race off and warn my road support I was on my way. 

 

 
Arriving at Kirkstone 

 
More liquid going in at Kirkstone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Leg 2 – Kirkstone Pass to Dunmail Raise 

 

A big grin for my daughter Rebecca taking photos at Kirkstone a quick guzzle of juice and water then I pour half of it 

over my wife handing the bottle back. 

“Sorry!” 

Great to see one of the official JNLC helpers turn out to see me at Kirkstone, it is a lovely tradition that I was not 

expecting. Only five minutes down on schedule here but I don’t stop and get the time back. 

Paul Jennings is supporting this leg and I immediately tell him I am taking the climb easy as I need to eat and hydrate 

before pushing again.The descent off Red Screes becomes very wet approaching Scandale Pass and some of the 

shortcuts I take don’t seem worth it as I sink deep into bogs forcing me to walk.  

It feels very hot on the climb around Dove Crag and I’m constantly drinking, I thought I had given Paul too much water 

to carry at the start of the leg but on Hart Crag I finish the last of my water. The views are spectacular running towards 

Fairfield, the bright greens of the Eastern Fells especially looked magnificent, what a day to be on the fells!  We run 

straight past the summit to a cairn further north, I blame the fact that I’m normally here in the dark or in clag or both! 

This resulted in a great descent line on grass to join the main path so may have been worth it.  

The final descent to the road through the bracken from Seat Sandal was one mudslide, not sure how I kept on my 

feet. We arrived thirsty but confident 10 minutes behind schedule at Dunmail. 

 
Approaching Dunmail. 

 

                  Leg 3 – Dunmail to Styhead Pass 

 

Wynn and Steve Cliff were at Dunmail supporting and it was a real boost 

to see them both, this was why I was doing this challenge. I drank as 

much liquid as my stomach could hold then set off up Steel Fell eating a 

bacon sarnie with Carwyn Phillips and Andy Beaty on support duty. 

The climb seemed to take ages and once on the top I struggled to run 

some of the flatter sections then managed to find the deepest of the bogs 

going in up to my thigh as Andy floated across like Legolas. All this was 

very heavy going and I could feel time draining away.  

On the tussocky climb up to High Raise it was getting increasingly hard 

to eat as my mouth was dry no matter how much water I was drinking, 

luckily Carwyn had some jelly babies which I managed to get down or the 

time deficit may have become too much. 

Every time we passed a stream I would have a hat of water poured over 

me and soaked my bandana to try and cool down. I was feeling queasy 

and lightheaded on the climb to Bowfell, at the summit, after finding that 

I’d lost over 30 mins since leaving Dunmail I new things would have to 

change. 

On the climb to Esk Pike I started taking a small bite from a bar then 

wash it down with water as if taking tablets, doing this I managed to eat a 

full bar before the summit! I used the same tactic on the climb to Great End. I was still losing time but I was now 

getting calories in before the final leg. 

More importantly I could see cloud creeping in from the west, soon that sun would be hidden. I now started to perk up 

as I was also approaching home ground and descended Great End in the scheduled time. 

 

Leg 4 – Styhead to Greendale Bridge 

 

It was lovely to see Kate Beaty here who had come out to Styhead to see how I was getting on, again it’s a little boost 

to know people are cheering you on when attempting challenges like this. 

A quick look at the watch confirmed I was 42 minutes behind the schedule so it would require a 3:35 last leg, 20 

minutes faster than 12 hour pace to finish in time. The temperature had dropped by about 10 degrees, the wind had 

picked up, thick cloud was shrouding the tops and all I could think of was yes let's do it! 

Phil Archer and Peter Mcavoy were my support for the final leg. No mention was made of the time but the atmosphere 

was serious and I could tell they were keen to be off. I had told them I was going to run straight through but I knew I 

needed to get more food and water in so took four minutes to wash down another bar before setting off. 

A steady ascent of Gable followed taking in plenty of water and a gel halfway up, we quickly gained on a walker but 

could never quite catch him. At the summit he gleefully explained he was not going to let us overtake! 



“Gained 4 minutes” 

I could see Phil stopping to take a bearing off the misty summit but these are the fells I’ve spent most of my life 

running over so I ran straight him past down my prefered route, the rocks were extremely slippy but I was starting to 

feel in my element now and made it down to Beck Head in 10 minutes. 

Another gel on the ascent of Kirk Fell then the rain gets heavier so my waterproof top goes on and I shelter behind 

Peter due to the strong gusts of wind. 

“Gained another 9 minutes” 

Food and drink appear within seconds of requesting it all I’ve got to do is run, this is great fun! I shout follow me after 

the summit and snake through the scree and crags to the top of Red Gully. This is a section I was worried about as 

my legs are starting to cramp and any big stretch down could set it off, I take it slowly and manage to make it down 

without incident. 

It’s a long drag up to Pillar and I still need to gain time so run a lot of the uphills and power walk the steep sections. 

“5 minutes gained” 

I run off Pillar into the clag navigating from feature to feature to drop quickly down to wind gap and skip along the 

Black Crag traverse. The oil slick rocks of Scoat are slowly crossed and likewise the out and back to Steeple before 

striding out into the wind and rain on the grassy descent before Haycock. 

Sheltered slightly from the weather I take it easy on the climb and take in more food and water, at the summit I start 

running towards the descent gully then...  

“ARGH!” 

I caught a rock with my foot and now I’m sprawled on the ground near the summit of Haycock with blood pouring from 

my hand and my left calf going into painful spasms of cramp. 

A quick stretch and the cramp eases but it’s a very tentative descent down the steep slopes before confidence comes 

back and I pick up the pace again. 

Just before the climb to Seatallan Phil goes by at a sprint, no way can I move at that pace, he’s got the last gel so is 

this some sort of ploy where I have to catch him if I want it!  

He stops after the climb starts but I run straight by and keep going until the slope gets too steep and I have to walk, he 

soon catches up with me.  

“What time is it” 

I have not looked at my watch as I’m going as fast as I can, I’m not sure I want to know.  

“It’s six o’clock”   

“The schedule is 45 mins from Seatallan” 

I’m not sure how long until the summit so keep pushing, at 18:15 we reach it but the clag is down and this can be a 

tricky top to find the way off. Phil has his compass out and runs off on a bearing, for the first time I follow glad of the 

help as this is a summit I rarely visit. I soon see tracks that look familiar further north and follow these keeping Phil in 

sight to judge my direction. I drop down steeply beside a scree run within 30 seconds the clag parts to reveal Middle 

Fell ahead and for the first time on this leg I relax. 

I run a lot of the climb up Middle Fell for fun and then slowly jog down from 

the summit remembering the times I have ran this descent with friends on 

their challenges to finish at Greendale Bridge in 11:54. 

A handshake and good crack with Joss on the bridge then a wash in the 

beck before reminiscing with Steve and Wynn for a few hours on present 

and past adventures. 

 

Happy Days! 

 
The final yards  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 Shaking the Shepherd's hand 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer Racing Reflections-- by Lindsay Buck  

Some brilliant performances from CFR this summer. Juniors to senior age groups, short to ultra distances, cumbrian to 

international locations. Highlights for me have included. 

>>>>  

 Snowdon Twilight, an evening uphill only with hot drink at the top & leisurely descent. Jim very 

popular as summit porter with all the veteran ladies extra gear! 

>>>>  

 Langstrath, A great CFR turnout on a sunny evening in Borrowdale 

>>>>  

 Brisco Dash, torrential rain, thunder, eclectic prizes, grand eve out in Langdale 

>>>>  

 Lingmell, close to our hearts as we've been involved since it's inception and all money raised goes to the Mountain 

Rescue Team. Only 13 runners, this race needs more support, I'd love to see it given a permanent place in the CFR 

race series (as Latterbarrow) or honorary show series status. Jen Watson the race founder was back from New Zealand 

(former CFR) 

>>>>  

 At this point the BOFRA races were in full swing & going well (if slower than I'd have liked) Sadly after Farleton Knott 

Jim was taken ill with sepsis and thought of fell running went to the back of our heads. The trip to the masters was 

cancelled, Dot and Jane ran very creditably to take 4th team position.Once Jim was home again the race series 

became a possibility. 

>>>>  

 Grassmere guides, an absolute classic 

>>>>  

 Bootle Black Combe (next day) a longer show race but local and worthy of consideration for next year? Neil and Dave 

Atkinson had a good battle in the mist. 

>>>>  

 Ennerdale show, a lovely afternoon out, Jo Richardson starting and giving prizes to a selection of CFR juniors and 

seniors as well as as few from other clubs. 

>>>>  

 Loweswater show, well organised race, lots of running to get to the fell where Max was summit dog wanting to join 

in. 

>>>>  



 Scafell Pike, sunny race to the top of England, what's not to love. Many thanks to Howard for stepping in to help 

when we couldn't commit, he'd raced 17 miles that morning then was summit Marshall, a star. 

>>>>  

Dalehead, (next day) another proper fell race with added sheep, good CFR presence, fab views 

>>>>  

 Next target Kirkfell at Wasdale Show with an outside chance of a BOFRA place, need to practise the 

climb! 

>>>>  

 Happy racing and running folks and a huge thanks for all the support you've given Jim and I. 

 

Sierre Zinal Race, 2017- By Pete Hall 

Race – Sierre Zinal, La course des Cinq 4000, Switzerland - http://www.sierre-zinal.com/ 

Length – 31km, 2200m climbing, 1100 decent 

So it all started with a book for Christmas from my good wife Jill, as these things often do.  ‘Beyond Running’ by Ian 

Corless - a book you must check out if you haven’t already done so – and start planning the next few years holidays – 

‘One a year from the book’ as someone recently said to me. 

Honestly, the Sierre Zinal was chosen as not only did it look great but is one of the shortest in the book, so I was 

being sensible…ish 

The 44th edition of the race took place on Sunday 13th August so the Hall family headed off for a weekend in the land 

of the Toblerone, Alpline Horns and cow bells.  We stayed in the finish village of Zinal for a few days along with 

several dozens of other runners from all around the world – Mexico, Eritrea, USA, …. You name it, they were all 

there, including a lot from all around the UK, even as far afield as Lochaber and Sheffield ! 

The undoubted favourite for this years race was Kilian Jouret of Spain in the mens, going for a record 5th win, and 

Lucy Wambui from Kenya in the ladies, looking to repeat last years victory.  Also running was last year’s  mens 

winner Petro Mamu from Eritrea and Rob Simpson from the UK, plus Michelle Maier (Germany) in the ladies race. 

1277 runners started in Sierre at an altitude of around 650m at the foot of the valley, the course being a climb for 

24km to an altitude of 2425m followed by the descent into Zinal, with a finish altitude of 1650m.  The days weather 

turned out to be good for running, with sun and mid twenties temperatures, this coming after a couple of days snow 

and rain.                                                                                                                                   Initial part of the trail 

 

 

So the race, well, what a cracker !  Never having run a half marathon uphill followed by an 7km sprint, I was really 

looking forward to it.  Add to this some stunning scenery, some great company, great feeding stations, what was 



there not to enjoy?  The initial 1km was a blast up the main Sierre ZInal road, rather like starting a race by running 

half-way up Newlands Pass, before a hard left up somewhat of a ‘rude’ hill onto the trail proper.  The first 5km saw 

us climb over 1000m  (that’s three miles and 3000 feet), so in my head, similar to the Ben Nevis race, with the 

gradient then easing out until the 24 Km point.  So far, so good – I was enjoying the running, the chat with other 

runners either in English, broken French or broken Dutch.  We were entertained by bands in the woods – surreal – by 

spectators and by the scenery as we came out of the tree line.  Feed stations were well stocked and organised as we 

all took advantage of them.  

My pace and enjoyment remained pretty good until roughly the 10km/6500ft altitude mark, at which point I was 

beginning to wonder if I had eaten something I shouldn’t have.  However, cracking on at a slightly reduced pace due 

to the lack of oxygen (17% less oxygen at 6000ft), the ground and the stunning views of the 5 4000m peaks, including 

the Matterhorn, were soaked up.  

…and the wheels came off my wagon at the 16km mark  (2,180m/7,150ft) 

It was like running into a wall – a complete bonk, and everything that was in my stomach was no longer in my 

stomach – you get the drift here.  The altitude had got to me, no doubt about that. 

 

 Out of the trees, the views opened up 

 

 Told you there were alpen horns ! 

Pushing on again and trying to drink and eat, things improved 

for the next couple of miles, but the effects of dehydration, 

lack of food and altitude started to tell. 

The remainder of the climb was a tough one with me falling away from somewhere near middle of the field to the 

last third of the field.  Feed stations were well used and upon reaching the final ‘major’ part of the climb to the Hotel 

Weisshorn, I was a happy man.  Now 7km of rough, rocky, grassy descent. 

On any normal day this would have been perfect for someone used to running in The Lakes or Scotland, and would 

have been covered in 20-30-40 mins, but the legs were ‘a little heavy’ hence it was a gentle run or a ‘barely 

controlled fall’ down to the finish in Zinal. 

By the time I got to the finish, my wife Jill was a little worried as she was monitoring my progress using Strava Becon 

(note to self – don’t use that again  ) and saw my early good progress drop off.  I was never so happy to see the 

finish line in a race though – I clocked 5:04:29 against a prediction of 4:15 or so, hence was a little disappointed, with 

a position 936  (94th Over 50). 

Up front, Kilian Jouret took the race win in 2:33:05, with Rob Simpson 14 seconds behind him.  Lucy Wambui took 

the ladies title in 2:58:39.  They are, without doubt, the worlds best mountain/trail runners at the moment, and it 

was a real privilege to be in the same race as them – just a shame I couldn’t have given Kilian a bit more of a race for 

his money  

And after several rehydrating beers and a crack with the other runners in town, all was good with the world again…  



So Jill….next year….where we going ??? 

 

Kilian Jouret approaching the 

finish 

and 

Lucy Wambui in the final 400m 

 

 

 

 

….. and me, some way behind, wishing I was like Kilian Jouret but really just wanting a cold beer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Quiz - October 2017 
 

 Pic 2 
Pic 1 
 



1. Where would you find this bridge - Pic1                
2. What is the name of this Tarn - Pic2 
3. What was the original name of this Tarn - Pic2 
4. Name this waterfall - Pic3 

First correct answers to jim@fairey.org wins a free place in the 
CFR Xmas Pudding Trail Race on Sunday 17th December 2017 
PLUS a bottle of wine 
 
Answers to June Photo Quiz. 

1.  Grasmoor 
2.  Levers Water Falls, Coniston Coppermines valley 
3. High Cup Nick 

There were NO winning responses.                                                                               Pic 3
 

 

Bob Graham Dinner-Les Barker 

A great evening had by all at the Shap Wells Hotel on 14 October.  A very happy event, as virtually 
everyone at the hotel has 'won' something or was connected to a winner.  Compered by the great and the 
good of the fell running world.  Selwyn Wright warmed us up, a very pregnant Jasmine Paris and Nicky 
Spinks did a bit of a Q&A session, Morgan Williams was retiring from his great work as club secretary and 
asked the members to think about what can we do as a Club to be good neighbours and respond to 
concerns of erosion by the Lake District National Park. Morgan gave his personal solution. There is a 
debate on the Bob Graham Facebook Group to further the debate and as expected, opinions are diverse. 
Mark Hartell was just very pleased that he was still a record holder (After Adam Perry's failed attempt at 78 
peaks under 24hrs).  CFR’s Col Rhodes was thanked for his record keeping.   

Most of the evening was conducted in relative darkness as the hotel kept having power surges but it 
definitely added to the ambience.  An excellent ceildh band helped Mario warm up for the following days 
relays until the early hours of Sunday morning.   

Great to see the CFR supported runners Ross Coles and Gary Chapman get their awards along with Mario 
Yeomans and Les Barker.  CFR reps also collected Mick Allen’s No. 1978 certificate in his absence.  Ex CFR 
runner Nina Walkinshaw also received her certificate as did Northern Fells stalwart Natalie Hawkrigg.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Chamonix- by Charlotte Akam  

Holiday normally means to go away somewhere different and relax, however for a fell 

runner it seems that we cannot help ourselves and seek runs wherever we go. 

Chamonix is the home of the UTMB and from the second that you arrive you can see 

that this beautiful French town is surrounded by miles upon miles of trails to run. 

So, a running holiday could be a good idea for a fell runner! ‘Icicle’ in Windermere have 

assisted with this so that you can turn up, lace up your shoes and head for the trails. 

Kingsley Jones is a great guide with plenty of knowledge both of running the trails 

surrounding Mont Blanc and further afield but also of our home county (he is a native 

Cumbrian and author). 

 Day 1 consisted of working on different techniques for powering up the steep slopes of 

the Alps with a 18km run up to the Mer De Glace and then to Plan d’Aiguille. It was a 

great opportunity to see nature carving future routes but also shocking to see the 

glacier before it is lost to global warming.  

Day 2 followed a part of the final stages of the UTMB and seeing the reflections of the Mount Blanc massif in Lac De 

Cheserys. This is a part of the Tour du Mont Blanc route so was littered with walkers and Salomon runners training 

for the UTMB. Plenty of bilberries around though so that the fells weren’t forgotten! 

 Day 3 did not disappoint with a trip to Aiguillettes de Possettes then on to the Col des Possesttes for a drink in the 

sunshine on the Swiss border. Some interesting descents on this route which would definitely be beneficial for the 

show series.  

Day 4 was a more relaxed day due to the distance covered up to this point. We followed the woodland trails from 

Chamonix to the source of the L’Arveyron. This day allowed for sightseeing in Chamonix and the opportunity to 

“relax” or as close to a non-running holiday as we could find. Although after exploring the trails for the past few days 

it was difficult to leave the inov-8s in the apartment and be a tourist. 

 Day 5 was the interesting challenge day. The vertical kilometre was on the cards and did not disappoint. The race 

record for this route is 34 minutes and CFR has a small group of members trying to reach this on the Strava segment. 

Duncan Potts is the current CFR segment leader and should be congratulated for this due to how hard/warm/steep 

this section is! From the top there are some great narrow hunting tracks which can be followed across to Flegere and 

then back to Chamonix.  

The trip to Chamonix was definitely worth it and the useful advice from Kingsley will assist with future running goals 

and race. The only problem that this has created is an eye-opener to what exists away from our quiet small part of 

the world. A visit to Chamonix would not be a bad idea as the trails hold something for every type of fell runner.  

http://www.icicle-mountaineering.ltd.uk/trailrunning.html  

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.icicle-mountaineering.ltd.uk/trailrunning.html


Dolmomites Trip July 2017- By Anita Barker  
Day 1.  Treviso to San Martino Di Castrozza (87 km) 

Amanda Graham, Mel Bradley, Les and Anita Barker joined a number of 

the lads & lasses from Cockermouth Mountain Rescue to cycle in the 

Dolomites for a week this July.  This was Leg 2 of our Dolomites Trip.  

Leg 1 had started  two years before, when we set off from Geneva and 

cycled to Merano, before jumping on the train back down the hill to 

Verona.  Sid had come too last time and Les and I had shared the 

driving of the support van.    This time, Sid stayed at home and we flew 

into Treviso on the Saturday morning from Manchester.  Some of the 

party had chosen to attend an Elvis Tribute Act until the early hours of 

the morning so were feeling slightly worse for wear on their three 

hours of sleep but as we were flying Ryanair and everyone sat in different parts of the plane, it worked out well..... 

Mel, Les and I had chosen to hire our bikes from Pinarello (Sky 

Team Bike Suppliers),  who are based in Treviso.  We jumped in a 

taxi to the Pinarello Workshop while the rest of the group put their 

bikes together at the airport. 

 As with many things in Italy, all of this took a bit longer than we’d 

planned and it was afternoon before we all set off along the banks 

of the River Sile in glorious sunshine.   We needed to re-join our 

route up in the Dolomites so the first 60 km of the route would be 

relatively flat, with the last 30 km ascending up to San Martino Di 

Castrozza.  The ultralight carbon frame bikes took a bit of getting 

used to, as well as the brakes being on opposite sides to the way 

we have them at home.  

We were making steady progress until we came upon a road traffic accident involving a group of motorbikes who 

had passed us minutes earlier.   Members of our group helped at the scene and the road was closed while the 

emergency services & ultimately the air ambulance arrived.  A rather sobering start to our trip as we reflected over 

coffee & sandwiches at Feltre Station Cafe.  Still only 30 km left to go.  And the vegetarian ham sandwiches had given 

us an extra boost.  As the afternoon turned to early evening the sunshine turned to rain and then rain and fog.  Most 

of us were ill prepared for this change in weather and as the last of us stumbled through the hotel doors at 9pm, 

soaked to the skin and low on sugar, it seemed like it was going to be a long week.... 

Day 2. San Martino to Selva (133km) 

Day 2 saw us all getting up early, fitting lights to our bikes, stuffing waterproofs down our shorts and sellataping gels 

to the handlebars.  A short 16km climb up to the village of Siror, at the foot of Sass Maor and then a 70km descent 

down to Bolzano for lunch.  We split into two groups and one of the groups followed the cycle-path route rather 

than staying on the main road.  The cycle-path quickly turned into a dirt track and 

we ended up pushing our bikes up the track through a forest while the faster group 

had an additional coffee break at Ora.   

 

The descent down into Vadena was 

spectacular, apple trees and vines 

growing alongside the crystal clear Adige 

river.  We made it to Bolzano in good 

time, stuffed ourselves full of pizzas and 

coke and then set off for the final 46km 

of mostly ascent up to Selva di Val 

Gardena, via the Passo Pinei.  



 We were only an hour behind schedule when we got to Selva and 

the Italian Restaurants were always very accommodating, thinking 

nothing of us sitting down to eat at 9pm at night.   

Day 3. Selvi to Cortina (106km) 

Day 3 promised to be a 

mammoth of a day, 

despite it only being 

106km.  We slowly 

picked off Passo Sella 

and Pass Pordoi, passing the memorial to Faustus Coppi at the top 

with a fantastic descent down into Arraba, where we stopped for an 

early lunch.  Back on the bikes and the sun starting to take its toll.  

Passo Campolongo soon followed and then onwards to the mighty 

Passo Valparola.   

The back-markers were cycling from shade spot to shade spot as we 

wound our way up the 15% gradient.  At the top, after closer 

inspection of the map, it became obvious that the quickest way to 

Cortina was down the Falzarego Pass, a glorious 16km descent, taking 

us past Mount Lagazuoi where so much of the WWI trench warfare had taken place.  Some of the hardcore members 

of the group carried on to do the additional Passo Giau while the less competitive amongst us sat and drank beer. 

Both groups felt equally smug....   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 4.  Day Off. 

Les and I headed up onto the Crepe de Zumeles, topping out near the 

Rifugio son forcia before running back down and coming across a tiny 

restaurant in the forest.  We had fabulous gnoccia before heading back 

down to Cortina.  It was just amazing.  I can’t believe CFR member 

Hannah Bradley has 

spent the Summer in 

Cortina.    Les even left 

his bumbag at the 

restaurant and they 

drove down the hill 

and dropped it at our 

hotel.  Mel and Amanda went swimming.    

 

 



Day 5 Cortina to Tolmezzo (156km) 

Fresh from our day away from the bikes we set off fast, stopping briefly to catch a glimpse of the Tre Cime di 

Lavaredo before heading up the Passo Monte Croce di Comelico and then down towards Lago di Sauris, a beautiful 

aquamarine reservoir created in the 1940s.  We cycled through thunder & lightning and heavy rain towards Ampuzzo 

and then up Passo Pura towards Tolmezzo.  Heavy legs propelled us towards the imposing Mount Amariana, the sun, 

now returned, turning the limestone red in the setting sun.  Another 12 hours of cycling. We were too tired to eat.   

Every hotel we visited gave us gifts and this one was no exception.  The ladies got biscuits and the chaps got chutney.  

As I sit here now I do reflect we probably should have mixed them up a bit.  We were just grateful after the 12 hours 

cycling..... 

 

Day 6 Tolmezzo to Trieste (131km) 

In theory, this last day of cycling was mostly down hill.  We wove through vineyards and sunflowers, crossing the 

Tagliamento River, stopping for cappuchinos at Tarcento, lunch at Cividale del Fiuli, ice-creams at Lucinico.  We were 

becoming Italians.  We cycled through more WWI Trench Sites at Iamiano, only a kilometre from the Slovenia 

border,  before heading down the coast road towards Trieste.  We’d made it, virtually unscathed.  Some of us 

headed to the beach, the bar, the roman ruins, we had a night out in Trieste, drinking Prosecco, mostly in beer 

glasses.   

The next day we jumped on the double decker train and 

headed back to Treviso.  The chap at the Pinarello Shop said he 

would do Mel and I a good deal on a Pinarello bike but we’d 

have to pick them 

up in person.  

Mel?    

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Future holiday plans ...? By Anna Blackburn  

Fancy a change from the Cumbrian 

fells? Mountain running in summer? 

Skiing in winter? The Alps of the 

Mont Blanc range are ideal for both - 

as well as climbing rock and ice, 

walking, ski touring, photography, 

mountain biking etc., etc. Situated at 

the foot of a ski lift, in the hamlet of 

Hameaux du Lay, a one kilometre 

stroll from the long established ski 

resort of Les Contamines Montjoie, 

we have a warm and well-equipped 

apartment available throughout the 

year. It has one double room, and 

one bunk room sleeping two, as well 

as a sofa bed in the living area. There 



is a dedicated ski locker and storage for mountain bikes. Ample free parking is available, although it is not necessary 

to have a car. Further details are available on the web page. Les Contamines is a quiet village at the head of the 

valley without a through road, allowing it to retain much of its traditional peaceful character. It has ample shops, 

supermarkets, restaurants and bars. There is night life if you want it! A smaller but adequate selection of these 

facilities is available in Hameaux du Lay within 100 m of the apartment. It is about 30 minutes' drive from the busy 

modern town of Chamonix (which you can also access by public transport). From the apartment you can walk up the 

valley to the Parc des Loisirs, which offers about 30 activities from tennis and pétanque/boules to rock climbing, 

horse riding, ski-jumping, biathlon and swimming in an outdoor pool. The ski lifts enable you to access plenty of off-

piste and ski touring routes, as well as piste skiing for all grades and adjacent ski areas. Bus services including free ski 

buses can bring you back up the hill from Saint Gervais if you . Saint Gervais is a small town which boasts a good 

museum, bungy jumping from the bridge over the gorge, and a beautifully situated outdoor swimming pool with 

great views, as well as excellent indoor pools.  

For further information about the apartment and to check availability, please contact Anna Blackburn or Ian 

Grimshaw on 07788 750216 or via email. 

Facebook: Ski les Contamines 

 Website: www.skilescontamines.co.uk 

 Email: skilescontamines@gmail.com 

 

Or Fancy the Picos de Europa? 

La Casita- Cangas De Onis -Asturias 

Set in traditional valley only 2km from a lively town and 30 mins drive to beautiful beaches and 

mountains. Great area for hiking, canoeing, cycling or relaxing. Modern, 2 bedrooms, open plan 

kitchen/ lounge, heating, sun terrace and mountain views. 

  
 
La Casita is quaint, modern and compact with an open plan kitchen/livingroom and 2 bedrooms. Very suitable 
for 4 -1 double bed and 2 single beds.1 bathroom and terrace. Fully serviced with linen and cleaning. Set in 
beautiful valley walking distance of Cangas De Onis , our casa is a lovely peaceful escape. 

http://www.skilescontamines.co.uk/
mailto:skilescontamines@gmail.com


 

See link below on Airbnb but contact me (dotpatton123@hotmail.com) if interested. (mates rates 
available) 

https://www.airbnb.co.uk/rooms/5811878 

 

 

Hope you enjoyed reliving the summer!  

Any suggestions for the newsletter or articles for the next edition email 

dotpatton123@hotmail.com  

mailto:dotpatton123@hotmail.com
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/rooms/5811878
mailto:dotpatton123@hotmail.com

